Solve your Post Anchoring Problems with Anchor Plates

Designed to keep post from turning and reducing the need for concrete.

Use Anchor Plates with:
✓ Round Posts - BA080APLATE238
✓ U-Channel Posts - BA080APLATEUCH
✓ Square Posts - BA080APLATEUCH

BA080APLATE238
Fits 2 3/8” - 3” Diameter Round Posts
7.75” X 6.0” | 0.3 Lbs Net Wt.

RH141HEXSETTER
Driver For Screws

RH141HEX
Self Tapping Metal Screw
(2 Required)

BA080APLATEUCH
Galvanized Plate Fits U-Channel or Square Posts
7” X 4” | 0.5 Lbs Net Wt.
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